
Christmas Eve Eve Run
Molendinar
Sweathog

A large pack given the time of year. Even two visitors, courtesy of BENT 
BANANA
The Hare gave detailed instructions which nobody seemed to hear, more later, and off they 
went to return about an hour later from all points of the compass. Always pays to listen in.
No official Boozemasters tonight but SBENDS filled in again as he has on occasions 
recently. Even some Dutch beer which was gobbled up by the Stay at Homes before the 
Pack returned.
Grand Chef KB was in attendance and took charge of the hamburger cooking. He was 
backed up by the Hare + AUSSIE.
As the Pack returned they enjoyed an appetisers of cheese and bickies and were ready to 
go when the deluxe hamburgers were presented. It was a delightful balmy evening and the 
Pack settled into a low drone of Hash chit chat until disturbed by the cry - 3 minutes to 
Circle!
All sprang to action and loaded the trailer which was a fair hike away.
Acting GM, FULLER took centre Circle and called for reports.
Run: FANNY CHARMER was most complimentary, even pronouncing it a Great Run with 
9/10.
Walk: SIR JO saw this as Interesting, Lengthy, and 7.5. He also mentioned getting lost.
Nosh: Various Hashmen gave a range of opinions - Brilliant! Buns good, Real Meat, 
pineapple, beetroot. The cheese and bickies also got a mention.
RA: Had a story about MISCARRAIGE but he had departed. BRENGUN got a Down Down 
for leaving his pillow at my place after the Xmas Run. It is like his Teddy Bear!
SIR RABBIT was mentioned for passing wind in the shower after the Xmas Curry. But how 
did the RA know this?
KB announced he had lost his $20 entry to  Xmas Run + $9 he mistakenly paid for a beer 
at the Garden. He was called home by his loved one to sort out a minor crisis. Pity KB, you 
also missed your gift and marvellous food and entertainment.
As misty rain was starting and worse feared imminent the Circle was closed for Christmas.



CAN YOU TELL THE MOTHERS 
FROM THE DAUGHTERS ?









Who Cares?????


